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ABSTRACT

NINETEEN-ELEMENT EXPERIMENTAL PHASED ARRAY FEED
DEVELOPMENT AND ANALYSIS ON EFFECTS OF FOCAL
PLANE OFFSET AND BEAM STEERING ON SENSITIVITY

Jacob S. Waldron
Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering
Master of Science

Presented herein is the design and construction process in the expansion of
BYU‟s seven-element experimental platform to a nineteen-element platform for phased
array feed experiments. The nineteen-element system was deployed at the National
Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO) in Green Bank West Virginia for use on the
Green Bank 20-Meter Telescope.
Numerical simulations were performed to determine how sensitivity was
affected by electronic beam steering and offset of the phased array feed (PAF) relative
to the focal plane of the reflector. These simulated results were then compared to
experimental data.
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1 Introduction

1.1

PAFs in Radio Astronomy
Radio astronomy is the study of radio frequency emissions from celestial

objects. Radio wave emissions of deep space objects were first discovered by Karl
Jansky. In 1928 Jansky was employed by Bell Labs and was assigned the task of
determining possible interferers in short wave radios used for transatlantic voice
communication. He built a rotatable antenna with which he was able to receive a
static signal from the Milky Way Galaxy. The discovery was widely publicized
and started a new approach to studying the Galaxy.
Modern day radio astronomers face new and interesting challenges. With
the advent of cell phones, GPS, radars and other wireless communication devices,
the frequency bands used for astronomical purposes are becoming corrupted with
interfering signals. These signals are referred to as radio frequency interference
(RFI). Also, many of the signals that astronomers are trying to observe are very
faint and often at power levels below the thermal noise floor.
Many large radio telescopes have been constructed or are in the process of
construction to detect astronomical signals including Arecibo, the Green Bank
Telescope (GBT), Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA), the
1

Very Large Array (VLA), the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) and many more.
Each of these instruments has a large collecting area and is capable of detecting
weak signals. However, they must be located in radio quite zones to prevent RFI
from corrupting the signals or RFI mitigation techniques must be used.
Antenna array feeds placed at the focal plane of large reflector have become
a popular feed choice for radio astronomy telescopes providing the ability to
mitigate interfering signals. The SKA telescope will be two orders of magnitude
more sensitive than current telescopes and will employ a unique 2-D phased array
with broadband elements [1]. The Parkes telescope, a 64-meter in diameter dish
with 13 waveguide feeds in a hexagonal cluster, is operated by the Australia
Telescope National Facility (ATNF), and the Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organisation (CISRO) [2].

Using parametric modeling

techniques they were able to mitigate interference from the Russian system of
navigational satellites GLONASS [3].
Phased Array Feeds for large reflector antennas can provide radio
astronomers with the ability to electronically scan the sky without physically
moving the position of the antennas.

PAFs may also enable radio frequency

interference mitigation using spatial filtering.
The National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO) has been actively
involved in developing new RFI mitigation techniques including time blanking and
spatial nulling [4], [5], [6]. More recently, the study of radar signal characteristics
has been conducted to help mitigate the major interference contributions to the

2

GBT from radar pulses transmitted by the ARSR-3 FAA Air Surveillance Radar on
Apple Orchard Mountain near Bedford, VA [7].
BYU‟s radio astronomy group in collaboration with the NRAO has been
involved in the development of numerous RFI mitigation techniques which include
satellite interference cancellation [8], auxiliary antenna assisted interference
mitigation [9], and adaptive cancellation techniques [9]-[16].

1.2

Thesis Contributions
The first major contribution of this thesis is the design and construction

process in the expansion of BYU‟s seven-element experimental platform to a
nineteen-element platform for phased array feed experiments. A nineteen-element
array was constructed using thickened dipoles designed by James Nagel for the
seven-element array feed.

After the system stability was verified at BYU, a

complete system was constructed to be used on the Green Bank 20-Meter
Telescope at the NRAO including duplication of BYU‟s system and designing new
components specific to the Green Bank system.
Additional contributions include an analysis of the performance of the array
based on changes to array parameters. A numerical simulation was performed to
determine the effects of focal plane offset and beam steering on sensitivity.
To verify the simulated results, experimental data for feed offset and beam
steering were taken at the NRAO in the fall of 2007. The simulated results were
compared to the experimental data.

3

1.3

Thesis Outline
This thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2, The Nineteen-Element Phased Array Feed, characterizes the

nineteen-element PAF used to obtain the simulated and experimental results of this
thesis which include the geometric relationship of the antennas, impedance and
bandwidth.
Chapter 3, PAF Simulations, describes the parameters of the array including
sensitivity, aperture and spillover efficiency. Simulation of these parameters is
then described as the PAF is moved off of the focal plane and steered off of
boresight.
Chapter 4, PAF Experimental Setup, discusses the design and configuration
of the nineteen-element test platform used on BYU campus including the receivers,
LO distribution, power distribution, array mounting structure and cabling.
Chapter 5, Experimental Verifications of Simulations, data taken at the
NARO is processed to determine the sensitivity of the array for various positions of
ground plane offset. Additionally, the sensitivity was determined for various scan
angles, both offset and steering results being compared with the simulated data.
Chapter 6, Conclusion, summarizes key contributions of my work and
directs a reader towards future research with phased array feeds.

4

2 The Nineteen-Element Phased Array Feed

The BYU radio astronomy research group has been studying techniques for RFI
mitigation using phased array feeds. James Nagel implemented a test platform to
perform experiments with a seven-element hexagonal antenna array [17]. His design
included a seven-element array, LNAs, a receiver chain and a data acquisition system.
The system extended earlier work by Jacob Campbell [18] and Chad Hansen [19]. This
chapter discusses the expansion to a nineteen-element phased array feed test platform.

2.1

Phased Array Feed Configuration
The prototype phase array feed (PAF) consists of nineteen hexagonally arranged

balun fed dipole antennas constructed using the design specifications for the elements
set forth by James Nagel in [17]. Each of the dipole arms are 3.3 cm (1.3 in) in length
with a center frequency of 1.6 GHz. The elements were designed for use in the 20 cm
radar long band (L-band) ranging from approximately 1 GHz to 2 GHz. To reduce
mutual coupling and allow full sampling of the incoming electric field, adjacent
elements were spaced 0.6 (11.25 cm) apart from each other [20]. Figure 2-1 shows
the hexagonal pattern and spacing of the elements and Figure 2-2 is a picture of the 19
element PAF mounted on a front end box in preparation for installation on the Green
Bank 20-Meter Telescope.
5

Figure 2-1: Nineteen element PAF configuration.

Figure 2-2: Nineteen-element PAF mounted on the Green Bank 20-Meter Telescope front end box.
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3.3cm [1.3in]
6.0mm [0.25in]
2.54mm [0.1in]

47mm [1.85in]
4.0mm [0.15in]

Figure 2-3: Diagram of an array element including a balun and the ground plane.

2.2

Element Characterization
To increase bandwidth the dipoles had thickened arms constructed from copper

tubing with an outer diameter of 6.34 mm (0.25 in). The base of the dipoles and baluns
were made from semi-rigid coaxial cable with intrinsic impedance of 50 . The copper
shielding surrounding the semi-rigid coax was used to fabricate the baluns. Dimensions
of the dipole antennas can be seen in Figure 2-3.

2.2.1

Antenna Impedance

To help minimize power loss due to reflections occurring at the junctions of the
antenna feeds and the antenna elements, the isolated impedance of the antennas were
designed to match the intrinsic impedance (Z0 = 50 ) of the coaxial feeds. Using an
HP 8720C network analyzer the reflection coefficients () of each of the nineteen
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antenna elements were measured over frequencies ranging from 1-3 GHz.

The

impedance and reactance are seen in Figure 2-4 and Figure 2-5 and were calculated
using
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Figure 2-4: Real impedance of the nineteen PAF elements.

A horizontal dotted line is shown in Figure 2-4 corresponding to a real
impedance of 50 . As would be expected, the dotted line intersects the impedance
curves at approximately the desired center frequency (1.6 GHz).
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Figure 2-5: Reactance of the nineteen PAF elements.

2.2.2

Impedance Bandwidth

One method of defining the bandwidth of an antenna is in terms of the squared
magnitude of the reflection coefficient as shown in Figure 2-6. Bandwidth may be
defined as the range over which the magnitude of the reflection coefficient squared is
less than -10 dB.
Using this -10 dB metric, network analyzer measurements indicated that the
nineteen PAF elements had bandwidths of roughly 570 MHz. Expressed in terms of
percent bandwidth, or the ratio of the bandwidth to the center frequency, the elements
had approximately a 35% bandwidth.

9

Figure 2-6: Reflection coefficients of the nineteen PAF elements.
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3 PAF Simulations

3.1

Phased Array Feeds in Radio Astronomy
It is very costly and time consuming to experimentally test a PAF. Numerical

models may serve as a tool to help quantify the achievable system sensitivity based on
changes to parameters of the array. Such parameters may include the PAF offset from
the focal plane, main beam steering direction and element spacing.
For sky survey applications, it is important to understand how far the main beam
may be steered while still maintaining high sensitivity, and in order to calibrate the
beam responses, the variability of the gain as the beam is steered across the field of
view must be accounted for. Additionally it is useful to find the effect on sensitivity of
displacement of the PAF relative to the focal plane, in order to determine the optimal
location of the feed relative to the reflector focus.

3.2

Array Theory
Antenna arrays combine the radiation patterns of multiple antenna elements into

a joint pattern. This linear combining of the separate antenna element patterns to form a
desired spatial response is called beamforming. The combined pattern typically has
improved directivity as well as the ability to place nulls in the beam pattern. Transmit
11

arrays are realized by weighting the input currents to the individual antenna elements.
Receive arrays weight the voltages at the receiver outputs and sum to generate a desired
receive pattern.

3.2.1

Transmit Arrays

We first consider the properties of a single transmit antenna element, and then
expand the derivations to an array. The total power radiated by a single element is

Prad

1

2

2 

  E (r )

2

r 2 sin d d

(3.1)

0 0

where E (r ) is the electric field radiated by the element, which may be determined
using the far field radiation integral

E (r )   j (1  rˆrˆ)

e  jkr
e jkrˆr  J (r ) dr  .

4 r

(3.2)

The integral is evaluated over the current density J (r ) at the location of the
transmitting antenna element r  .
The total radiated power of an array of elements can be found with a similar
approach to that for a single element. If we let E (r )  n 1 wn E n (r ) be the sum of the
N

electric field contributions of the N elements located at the positions rn and weighted as

w  [w1 , w2 ,  , wn ]T the total radiated power is
N

N

Prad   wm
m 1 n 1

1
2

2 

E

m

(r )  E n (r ) r 2 sin  d d wn .

0 0
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(3.3)

It is useful to express the radiated power in matrix form. We define the overlap matrix
as A with elements given by [10]

Am,n

1

2

2 

E

m

(r )  E n (r ) r 2 sin  d d .

(3.4)

0 0

The total radiated power can then be expressed as
Prad  w H Aw .

(3.5)

In many cases it may be of interest to know the radiated power density in the direction
given by the spherical angle (,):
N

N

S ( ,  )   wm
m 1 n 1

1
E m ( ,  )  E n ( ,  ) wn .
2

(3.6)

The matrix B() is defined in the (,) direction with elements given by

Bm,n  ,  

1
Em ( , )  En ( , ) .
2

(3.7)

The radiated power density at (,) is
S ( , )  w H B( , )w

where wH is the conjugate transpose of w.

(3.8)

Using equations (3.5) and (3.8) the

directivity of the antenna element in the (,) direction is

w H B( , ) w
D( , )  4 r
.
w H Aw
2

3.2.2

(3.9)

Receive Arrays

Receive arrays are often characterized in terms of an open circuit voltage across
the terminals of each of the individual elements in the array. Throughout this thesis
open circuit quantities will be designated by a hat ̂  . The element terminals may be
13

loaded by low noise amplifiers (LNAs) as well as other network devices. Similar to
transmit arrays with weighted input currents, the receive voltages may be weighted to
form a desired receive pattern. The open circuit voltage of a single antenna element can
be expressed in terms of the radiated fields of the antenna as a transmitter using

1 4 re jkr
E 0 pˆ  E t (r ) .
I 0 

vˆoc 

(3.10)

The vector r is directed towards the transmitter and p̂ is the polarization of the plane
wave. E t is the field radiated by the antenna as a transmitter when excited with the
input current I0. For (3.10) to be valid the source must be far from the array so that the
incident field on the receive element can be approximated by the plane wave

E inc  pˆ E0 e jkrˆr .

3.2.3

(3.11)

Signal and Interferer Model

Assuming that the signal is radiated by a point source located at the spherical
angle (s,s) and that the source and interferers are single frequencies, the open circuit
voltage at the nth element is [21]

vˆoc,n 

4 jre jkr inc t
E  En ( s ,s ) .
 I 0

(3.12)

The electric field of the nth element Ent ( s , s ) is evaluated as a transmitter at the
source point at the spherical angle ( s ,  s ) with input current I0 and E inc is a plane
wave evaluated at the origin of the coordinate system.
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Using (3.12) the signal correlation of the open circuit voltages at the terminals of
the receive array is



ˆ  E vˆ vˆ H
R
s



 4 jre jkr
 E
  I 0
4 jre jkr

 I 0

2


2

E sig Emt ( s , s )  Ent ( s , s )


(3.13)

2
2

E sig 2B( s ,  s )

with the Nx1 array v̂ containing the open circuit voltages and E{·} designates the
expectation.
The interferer correlation matrix is derived using the same expressions as those
used to find the signal correlation with the exception that the matrix B must be
evaluated at the spherical angle of the interferer ( i ,  i ) , the interferer correlation matrix
is
jkr
ˆ  4 jre
R
i
 I 0

2
2

E int 2B( i ,  i ) .

(3.14)

Using network theory the open circuit voltages can be transformed to loaded
array element voltages using a linear transformation which will be denoted as Q. For
the simplest case, a conjugate matched load with no coupling, Q is simply a diagonal
matrix with ½ on the main diagonal.
The open circuit voltages are transformed to loaded element voltages using
v  Q vˆ oc

15

(3.15)

or equivalently the corresponding correlation matrices are transformed using
H
R  Q vˆ oc vˆ oc
QH

ˆ QH .
QR

3.2.4

(3.16)

Noise Model

Three main noise parameters can be used in modeling an array. The noise
correlation matrix for the array may be found as Rn = Rrec + Rsp + Rsky with Rsky being
smaller than the other terms at L-band. The first and most apparent noise contribution is
from the receiver noise of the array. The receiver noise correlation matrix Rrec includes
the noise contributions from the LNAs and receivers, and is influenced by noise
coupling between elements of the array. The receiver noise can be modeled using
network theory and noise parameters of the amplifiers and mutual impedances of the
array [21].
The second noise contribution considered is from the spillover region. The
spillover noise correlation Rsp can be found using [21]
R sp 

1
I0

2

16kbTg BQA sp Q H

(3.17)

E

(3.18)

where Asp has elements given by [21]
Asp- m,n 

1
2

m

(r )  E n (r ) r 2 d

 sp

where sp is the solid angle over the spillover region as seen by the array, kb is
Boltzmann‟s constant, Tg is the ground temperature and B is the bandwidth.
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A third noise parameter that is useful in array modeling is the correlation of the
receiver output voltages due to an isotropic thermal noise field known as Riso. The array
output due to an isotropic noise field is [21]
R iso 

1
I0

2

16kbTBQAQ H

(3.19)

where T is the brightness temperature of the noise field. Given the noise power and
signal power the array efficiencies, aperture and spillover as well as the sensitivity can
be obtained for the array as shown in section 3.3.

3.3

Performance Measure of a Phased Array Feed
The sensitivity of a radio astronomy system determines the minimum detectable

signal level. Typically the units used to describe sensitivity are either inverse Jansky
(Jy-1) or m2/K. One Jansky is equivalent to an electromagnetic flux density of 10-26
W/m2/Hz. A system capable of detecting a weaker signal has a larger sensitivity.
Sensitivity in inverse Jansky (Jy-1) is

S sys 

GK / Jy
Tsys

(3.20)

with the gain being related to the effective receiving area Ae in the following way:

G K / Jy  Ae

10 26
2k b .

(3.21)

Alternately, an expression for sensitivity expressed in m2/K may be defined as

Ae
2k
 sigb SNR
Tsys F

17

(3.22)

where Fsig is the signal flux density of the source, kb is Boltzmann‟s constant and the
signal to noise ratio (SNR) is [21]

wHRsw
SNR  H
.
w (R sp  R rec  R sky )w

(3.23)

To maximize system sensitivity the effective receiving area of the antenna must
be maximized while minimizing the system temperature. The effective receiving area is
related to the actual physical area of the reflector by

Ae  Ap ap

(3.24)

where the aperture efficiency ap is defined as the ratio of the actual power received by
the signal to the signal power incident on the reflector. If Riso is known the aperture
efficiency may be determined using [21]

 ap

2k bTiso w H R s w

.
Ap F sig w H R iso w

(3.25)

Using the relation between aperture efficiency and effective receiving area, the
gain G may be found using

Ae 

2
G.
4

(3.26)

A second efficiency parameter called spillover efficiency is the ratio of the feed
illumination pattern integrated over the reflector to the total integrated illumination
pattern. The spillover efficiency may help indicate how much noise will be entering the
system from the spillover region.
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From the definition, the spillover efficiency can be shown to be [21]

 sp

H
Tiso w R sp w
 1
.
Tg w H R iso w

(3.27)

The spillover region comprises the area between the rim of the reflector and the
horizon where warm ground with brightness temperatures Tg can produce noise
receivable by the array elements. The spillover region angle extent is designated as
spillover in Figure 3-1

 spillover
Tg

Tg

Figure 3-1: PAF mounted on a parabolic reflector demonstrating the spillover region.

To attain higher spillover efficiency the array beamformer weights must minimize the
sidelobe levels of the beam pattern in the spillover region.
An expression relating system temperature and spillover efficiency spillover is

Tsys  Trec  (1   spillover )Tg  Tsky  Tloss
where Tsky, and Tloss are negligible.
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(3.28)

3.4

Simulation Model and Parameters
The numerical results to follow use a 20-meter parabolic reflector with f/D =

0.43 unless otherwise specified. The antenna array mounted at the focal plane of the
dish consists of a nineteen-element hexagonal array with elements spaced 0.6  apart.
The array elements are oriented as shown in Figure 2-1 and consist of half-wave dipoles
placed 0.25  above a ground plane backing.
The open circuit loaded signal voltages at the antenna terminals were
approximated using analytical dipole radiation patterns. Network theory was used to
determine receiver output voltages from the array open circuit response. The array
mutual impedance was approximated as purely real and obtained from element pattern
overlap integrals.

Receiver noise was modeled as uncorrelated with an effective

receiver noise temperature of 15 K. In practice it may be possible to achieve even lower
receiver noise temperatures reaching as low as 5-10 K at L-band.
For each formed beam, the receiver output voltages v are combined using a set
of beamformer weights w according to vout = wH v. Simulations were performed for the
conjugate field match (CFM), maximum directivity, and maximum sensitivity
beamforming algorithms. The simplest of the three beamformers is CFM, for which the
weights are chosen as the complex conjugate of the signal of interest at the receiver
outputs [10],
wCFM = vs.

(3.29)

For maximum directivity the beamformer weights are given by [10]
wD,max = Riso -1vs
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(3.30)

where Riso is the covariance of the array response at the receiver outputs for an isotropic
external thermal noise distribution, which can be found from the element pattern
integral overlap matrix [21]. The beamformer weights for maximum sensitivity are
wS,max = Rn-1vs

(3.31)

where Rn is the covariance of the system noise at the receiver outputs [10].

3.5

Effects of Moving Off Focal Plane
Improvements to the sensitivity may be obtained by changing parameters of the

array that effectively increase the aperture efficiency or decrease the system
temperature.

One way of lowering the system temperature is by maximizing the

spillover efficiency. The higher the spillover efficiency the less noise will enter the
system from the spillover region.
It may then be argued that the best possible spillover efficiency is achieved by
placing the array closer to the dish reflector. This improvement comes at the expense of
a loss in aperture efficiency.

Typically the best sensitivity is achieved at some

compromise between the two efficiencies.
Offsetting the array from the focal plane tends to have a much greater effect on
reflectors with smaller focal lengths. The depth of the dish, f/D, also has an effect on
how offsetting the array affects sensitivity. For a 3-meter dish with f/D = 0.38, moving
the array off of the focal plane by a wavelength towards and away from the reflector
caused an 11.8° variation in the angle of the reflector rim from the perspective of the
PAF. This corresponds to a large variation in the angular size of the spillover region as
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seen by the antenna array. In Figure 3-2 the spillover angle is shown as 23.3° for a
reflector with the parameters above.

3.9"
9.1"
25.9"

66.7°
23.3°

19.7"

120.0"

Figure 3-2: Diagram of a nineteen-element array mounted on a 3-meter parabolic reflector.

Figure 3-3(a) shows that a higher sensitivity was achieved by offsetting the array
towards the reflector. For a small offset towards the reflector, the beamformer achieved
a slightly higher spillover efficiency, which compensated for decreased aperture
efficiency.
For a larger 20-meter reflector with f/D = 0.43, the spillover angle variation was
smaller, changing only 1.5° as the array is offset from one wavelength away from the
reflector to one wavelength towards the reflector. Figure 3-3(b) shows the sensitivity
for a 20-meter reflector, the effect on sensitivity being considerably smaller for the 20meter than for the 3-meter reflector.
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Figure 3-3: Sensitivity as a function of the offset of the array from the focal plane in wavelengths ()
for a nineteen-element hexagonal array with ground plane backing. (a) 3-meter reflector with f/D =
0.38, (b) 20-meter reflector with f/D = 0.43.
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Figure 3-4: Aperture efficiency as a function of offset from the focal plane in wavelengths () for a
nineteen-element hexagonal array with ground plane backing. (a) 3-meter reflector with f/D = 0.38,
(b) 20-meter reflector with f/D = 0.43.
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Figure 3-5: Spillover efficiency as a function of offset from the focal plane in wavelengths () for a
nineteen-element hexagonal array with ground plane backing. (a) 3-meter reflector with f/D = 0.38,
(b) 20-meter reflector with f/D = 0.43.

The conjugate field match beamformer and maximum directivity beamformer
were more strongly affected by displacement from the focal plane than the maximum
sensitivity beamformer.

3.5.1

Model Effect on Sensitivity versus Focal Plane Offset

A physical optics (PO) code used to simulate the reflector and array and was
created as a joint effort by the radio astronomy research group. Contributors include Dr.
Karl Warnick, James Nagel, David Jones, Jonathan Landon and the author. Multiple
versions varying in accuracy and speed were generated with different intentions in
mind.

The first version, „reflector_response.m‟, uses one-dimensional integration

across the reflector and interpolates for the surface current values across the rest of the
reflector. This version is exact for a Hertzian dipole and much quicker but is slightly
less accurate for a dipole than a second version „reflector_response2.m‟. This second
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version was created to provide more accuracy by integrating across two dimensions of
the reflector.
A Matlab code was also generated to find the electric field response in a given
direction for an antenna array.

This code was called „array_element_response.m‟.

Within array_element_response.m the antenna type could be selected from isotropic
radiator, Hertzian dipole, and a linear antenna. In addition to these three options, David
Jones simulated the array element response using HFSS allowing the thickened dipoles
to be more closely approximated.
Figure 3-6 illustrates how the sensitivity is lowered by using the modeled array
code array_element_response.m compared to the HFSS model. The sensitivity also had
less skew to the left side for the HFSS model suggesting optimal placement of the array
closer to the zero offset position. The sensitivity differences with the two versions of
the PO code were negligible.
0.042
HFSS model-rr2
Hertzian model-rr1

0.04
0.038

Peak at -.097

Sensitivity (m2/K)

0.036
0.034
0.032
0.03

Peak at -.37

0.028
0.026
0.024
0.022

-0.8

-0.6

-0.4
-0.2
0
0.2
0.4
Array Offset From Focal Plane()

0.6

0.8

Figure 3-6: Comparison of sensitivity and offset for HFSS model of the antenna array with an
analytical array model generated by the radio astronomy research group for a 3-meter dish, f/D =
0.38.
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3.6

Effects of Steering Off Boresight
Using array feeds it is possible to electronically steer the main beam of the radio

telescope within the sky in a process called beam scanning. With beam scanning
applications it is critical to understand how the sensitivity varies when scanning across
the sky. If the variations to sensitivity can be known prior to the beam scanning,
calibration may be applied across the field of view where the array will be scanned.
To understand the effects of beam steering, the sensitivity was evaluated for
steering angles in elevation and azimuth ranging from -2˚ to 2˚. For the maximum
sensitivity beamformer, the sensitivity is largest when the array is steered to boresight,
as shown in Figure 3-7(b). The other two weighting methods, CFM and maximum
directivity provide a somewhat counterintuitive result, because larger sensitivity is
obtained at off-boresight angles. Maximum directivity is shown in Figure 3-7(a).

(a)

(b)

Figure 3-7: Sensitivity (Jy-1) as a function of main beam steering angle () vs. cross elevation and
cross azimuth in degrees for a nineteen-element hexagonal array with ground plane backing located
at the focal plane of a 20-meter dish. (a) Maximum directivity weighting. (b) Maximum sensitivity
weighting.
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Sensitivity minima for the CFM and maximum directivity weighting occur in a
hexagonal pattern. The minima occur when the main beam is steered such that the focal
field distribution peak is centered on one of the antenna elements. Maxima occur when
the focal field distribution peak is centered between elements assuming a y-directed
dipole with maxima occurring in between the dipoles along the x-axis. Over the useful
field of view, the sensitivity varied by 50% when using maximum directivity weighting
and 15% when using maximum sensitivity weighting.
In traditional horn feeds the main beam may be steered from boresight by
displacing the horn laterally along the focal plane. The quantity describing this effect is
know as the beam deviation factor (BDF) defined as

BDF 

B
F

(3.32)

where F is the angle from the focal point to the feed horn/element, and B is the angle
from the focal point to the main beam. For a reflector of diameter D and focal length F,
the BDF can be calculated using
2

 F
1  0.364 
 D
BDF 
.
2
 F
1  4 
 D

(3.33)

The lateral displacement d necessary to achieve a desired scan angle can then be
calculated using

d  F tan( F ) .

(3.34)

A similar development was noted by Chad Hansen with a minor error in his equation
(4.29) [19].
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It is critical to understand how sensitivity is affected by beam scanning. A
general rule of thumb is with horn feeds the aperture efficiency is down by 50% by
steering 5 half power beam widths (HPBW) off boresight and 87% by steering 2.5
HPBW.
To analyze the effect of the PAF size on beam scanning, arrays with seven,
nineteen, and thirty-seven elements were simulated. Array elements are arranged in a
hexagonal pattern, spaced 0.6  apart, and the PAF radius is determined by the distance
from the center element to the outer ring of elements. Accordingly, the seven-element
PAF has a 0.6  radius, the nineteen-element PAF has a radius of 1.2  and the thirtyseven-element hexagonal array has a radius of 1.8 .
The sensitivity versus steering angle of the nineteen-element array is plotted in
dB in Figure 3-8 using the maximum sensitivity weighting. Figure 3-9 compares the
sensitivity versus steering angle for a beamformed PAF and a laterally displaced horn
feed using the BDF.
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Figure 3-8: Sensitivity (Jy-1) in dB versus the scanning angle in HPBW for a nineteen-element array
with a 20-meter reflector and f/D=0.43.
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Figure 3-9 is a useful plot to determine the size of PAF required to steer the
main beam to a desired scan angle while maintaining a minimum sensitivity level. The
steering angles were taken from Figure 3-8 at which the sensitivity of each of the PAFs
were down by 1 dB and 3dB. To make the comparison with the BDF, the distance d
from equation (3.34) was plotted on the x-axis corresponding to the lateral displacement
of the feed and the achieved steering angle B was plotted on the y-axis.
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Figure 3-9: Comparison of steering angle for an array versus displacing laterally the feed element
from the focal point using the BDF.

The nineteen-element array showed a 0.64dB/HPBW drop in sensitivity and the
thirty-seven-element array dropped by approximately 0.6dB/HPBW which is very close
to the 3dB drop over 5 HPBW for a typical horn feed if moved laterally from the focal
point.
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4 PAF Experimental Setup

4.1

BYU Experimental Platform
A nineteen-element test platform was designed and constructed for RFI

mitigation experiments in conjunction with a phased array feed on BYU campus and in
preparation for providing a stable system to be deployed on the 20-Meter Telescope at
the NRAO in Green Bank, West Virginia. The nineteen-element experimental setup
was an expansion to BYU‟s existing seven-element test platform [17]. The nineteenelement system required a new nineteen-element array as described in chapter 2, six
new receiver boxes, an LO distribution network, a mounting structure for the array,
power supplies and additional cabling. Much of this work was done cooperatively with
Jonathan Landon, Alan Stemmons, Michael Elmer and David Jones.

4.2

Receiver Front-End
The receiver front-end remained the same as the seven-element configuration.

Each of the antenna elements comprised an SMA connection to which a low noise
amplifier (LNA) was connected. The LNAs were Mini-Circuits ZEL-1217 LN with
typical gains of 29 dB and noise figures of 1.3-1.4 dB. Two of the LNAs were sent to
Leonid Belostotski from the University of Calgary where he measured the parameters of
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the LNAs as shown in Table 1. The noise figures measured were noticeably lower than
specifications given by the manufacturer. All measurements were taken with a supply
voltage of 15V DC.

Table 1: Parameters of Mini-Circuits ZEL-1217 LN as measured by Leonid Belostotski.

LNA
Fmin

#20
1.12±0.2 dB

#21
1.10±0.2 dB

opt
RN

0.109<146.40˚

0.112<149.46˚

4.94 

4.81 

A supply node was fixed to both sides of the back side of the ground plane using
an epoxy adhesive. Each of the supply nodes comprised two input terminals, one for
the 15 DC voltage and the other for ground. A power cable, West Penn wire #293, an
18 gauge shielded two conductor cable, was strung from power supplies located at the
base of the reflector to the input terminals mounted on the back side of the antenna
arrays ground plane of the supply nodes. A twisted pair was then run from the outputs
of the supply nodes to each of the individual LNAs. The outputs of the LNAs were
attached to lengths of LMR-195, a lower loss coaxial cable at 1-2 GHz which ran along
the reflector support struts down to the receiver boxes.

4.3

Receiver Boxes
The receiver box design was similar to that used in the seven-element

experimental platform with the only changes being with the layout of the components
and removal of the voltage regulator boards. The components were organized within
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the receiver boxes to reduce the number of necessary semi rigid coaxial cables used per
box. The inside of one receiver box can be seen in Figure 4-2.
Each receiver box contains two identical RF channels. Figure 4-1 is a block
diagram of the components as configured in a receiver box. For details about each of
the components see James Nagel‟s thesis [17].
HPF 1

LPF 1

AMP 1

Channel B

Mixer 1

-3dB

LPF 2

Power
Splitter

Saw Filter

AMP 2

Channel B

Mixer 2

-3dB

Power
Splitter

LO 1
(TUNE)

LO 2
396 MHz

Figure 4-1: Block diagram of a receiver box channel used for the nineteen-element arrays.

Figure 4-2: Inside of a receiver box used in the nineteen-element array experiments.

Initially the receiver box amplifiers and the LNAs had voltage regulator boards
controlling the voltage level fed to the amplifiers. While testing the system for stability
there was a noticeable fluctuation of the gain on numerous channels. The cause was the
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voltage regulators on the LNAs. The regulators were getting too hot causing the output
voltages to fluctuate going to the amplifiers. The LNAs already had internal filtering on
the incoming DC lines so no filter capacitors were necessary. The regulator boards
were removed and the DC levels changed accordingly.

With the removal of the

regulator boards from the LNAs the gain fluctuations were eliminated.
The regulators were also removed from the receiver boxes at Green Bank as a
precautionary measure in preparation for the 20-Meter Telescope experiments. Filter
capacitors (0.01F and 100 pF) were added to the DC lines within the receiver boxes as
seen in Figure 4-3.

Figure 4-3: Filter capacitor configuration for the DC lines in the receiver boxes.

Additionally, a large number of the feedthrough connectors on the receiver
boxes were replaced. While connecting cabling to the receiver boxes it was noticed that
many of the feedthroughs would rotate loosening or damaging internal connections of
the receiver boxes. The feedthrough connector style replaced were the type shown in
Figure 4-4(b) where the external portion did not have a hexagonal shape allowing a
wrench to hold the feedthrough in place while the internal nut was tightened down. The
feedthroughs were replaced with the type shown in Figure 4-4(a). The new feedthrough
style allows for the feedthrough to be secured in place by a wrench during installation as
well as while the cables are being attached and removed.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4-4: Feedthrough connectors used to interface from inside components of the receiver boxes
to the external cabling. (a) New feedthrough connector type. (b) Old feedthrough connector type.

4.4

LO Distribution
The lower frequency LO signal (LO2 – 396 MHz) is generated using a Hewlett

Packard E4400B signal generator with a max signal output level of 20 dBm. The upper
frequency LO signal (LO1) is generated using an Agilent 8648D signal generator also
having a maximum output level of 20 dBm. The input level to the receiver boxes
should be +11 dBm to provide +7 dBm to the mixer allowing for 4 dB of loss through
the power dividers, 1 dB of the loss being insertion loss [17].
A block diagram of the LO distribution network is shown in Figure 4-5 with the
corresponding parts numbers and specifications shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Part numbers and specifications of LO distribution network components.

2-Way Power Divider
LO 1
LO 2
Amplifier
LO 1 (AMP 1)
LO 2 (AMP 2)
Power Divider
LO 1 (6-Way)
LO 2 (5-Way)

Part Number
ZX10-2-25
ZX10-2-12
Part Number
ZRL-3500
ZHL-2010
Part Number
PD1160
ZBSC-5-1

Insertion Loss
3.9 dB
3.3 dB
Gain
21 dB
22.3 dB
Insertion Loss
8.9 dB
8.0 dB
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Manufacturer
Mini-Circuits
Mini-Circuits
Manufacturer
Mini-Circuits
Mini-Circuits
Manufacturer
IN Stock wireless
Mini-Circuits

+11dBm

Amp 1
-1.1dBm

+21 dB
+19.9dBm

Oscillator

LO 1

+2.8dBm

6-Way
Power
Divider

2-Way
Power
Divider

+11dBm

Amp 1
(TUNE)
2000 MHz
+21 dB
-1.1dBm

+19.9dBm

6-Way
Power
Divider

+11dBm

Amp 2
-3.3dBm

+22.3 dB
+19dBm

5-Way
Power
Divider

Oscillator

LO 2

0.0dBm

2-Way
Power
Divider
+11dBm

Amp 2
396 MHz
+22.3 dB
-3.3dBm

+19dBm

5-Way
Power
Divider

Figure 4-5: Block diagram of LO distribution networks.

The LO distribution hardware was mounted on an 1/8” inch sheet of aluminum
and connected using semi rigid coaxial cable, SMA 90 degree elbows and barrel
connectors. Because only ten LO channels were required, and it was cheaper to buy a
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six-way power divider than a five-way power divider for the desired frequency range,
the six-way power dividers required that one output port was terminated with a 50 
load. Figure 4-6 is a photograph of the LO distribution network.

Figure 4-6: Photograph of the LO distribution network.

4.5

Array Mounting Structure
The original feed support struts on BYU‟s 3-meter dishes were made from 0.75”

inch steel tubing with 0.049” inch wall thicknesses. Each of the tubing ends were
smashed until flat and bent to mate with the surface of the reflectors or feed and bolted
in place. The support arms were attached to the reflector with bolts through the square
aluminum tubing forming the ribs of the reflector to which the aluminum mesh was
attached. With the seven-element array mounted as the feed, the support arms would
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sag moving the array off-center. The support arms could not be tightened further
because the ribs to which they were bolted would buckle under the pressure of the bolt.
The new support structure was made of aluminum tubing to minimize weight.
The tubing was round 6016-T6 aluminum with a 0.75” inch outer diameter and a 0.049”
inch wall thickness. The four support struts were mounted to the reflector using an
aluminum mounting bracket see Figure 4-7. The underside of the mounting bracket was
U-shaped to provide strength to the square ribs of the reflector. A bolt extended through
the ribbing and fastened on an upper bracket, also a U-shaped bracket, designed to
receive a support strut. The upper bracket allowed the strut tubing to be secured to the
reflector with out having to mash the tubing. The U-shape of the upper bracket provides
support to the sides of the struts eliminating lateral movement.

Figure 4-7: Support strut mounting bracket for the BYU 3-meter dish.
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Figure 4-8: 3-meter array feed support structure.

Figure 4-9: Nineteen-element array mounted on BYU’s 3-meter dish support structure.
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The completed feed structure can be seen in Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9. To
mount the array, standoffs were mounted on the back side of the array which was bolted
to aluminum crossbars mounted between the support strut arms.

4.6

Power Supplies
In transitioning from the seven-element array to the nineteen element array the

power supplies also had to be reconfigured to provide sufficient power for the LO
amplifiers, receiver boxes, and LNAs. An aluminum housing was made to enclose
linear power supplies as shown in Figure 4-10. A five conductor cable was used to
supply power to the receiver boxes with pin configuration as shown in
Table 3. The voltage levels adjusted to accommodate the new receiver boxes
without voltage regulators.

Figure 4-10: Aluminum power supply enclosure.
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Table 3: Five-pin connector configuration used to supply power to the receiver boxes.

Pin

1
Cable Shield

2
+5 V

3
gnd (5 V)

4
gnd (12 V)

5
+12 V

Number
The LNAs and LO amplifiers were powered using variable voltage bench power
supplies. The LNAs required 15 V and the LO amplifiers required 12 V.

4.7

Green Bank 20-Meter Telescope Configuration
After testing the nineteen-element experimental setup at BYU, portions of the

system were shipped to Green Bank West Virginia to be used at the NRAO. A site map
of the NRAO is shown in Figure 4-11 including a picture of Dr. Karl Warnick, Jonathan
Landon, David Jones and Dr. Brian Jeffs in front of the 20-Meter Telescope.

Figure 4-11: Site map of the NRAO and photo in front of the 20-Meter Telescope, site map courtesy
the NRAO/AUI/NSF [22].
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The mounting structure of the 20-Meter Telescope includes a steel front plate to
which the array was bolted. A gasket was placed in between the front plate and the
array to prevent moisture from damaging the electronic components housed by the front
end box. The front plate was secured to the front end box and placed in the 20-Meter
Telescope mounting carriage using a large hoist and a snorkel lift. A picture of the front
end box within the mounting carriage is shown in Figure 4-12.

Figure 4-12: Nineteen-element array mounted on the Green Bank 20-Meter Telescope.

4.8

Array Mounting Configuration
The mounting structure of the 20-Meter Telescope is very versatile and allows

the front end box to be rotated and offset both towards and away from the dish.
Included on the mounting carriage is a display containing markings representative of the
placement of the feed with respect to the focus. The display reads zero at the lower
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travel limit and increases as moved from the reflector by 0.785 units/cm. Thus, a
display unit movement is equivalent to moving the mounting structure by 1.274 cm.
For the nineteen-element array when the display read 33.1 the ground plane was aligned
with the focal plane. With Cygnus A as a source the array was moved off focus and
data was recorded at the various offset positions tabulated in Table 4.

Table 4: Offset of the array versus marking on the front end box mounting carriage.

Offset Marking Offset Wavelengths () Offset Meters (m)
20.1
-0.8838
-0.1656
21.9
-0.7615
-0.1427
23.9
-0.6255
-0.1172
25.9
-0.4895
-0.0917
27.9
-0.3535
-0.0662
29.9
-0.2176
-0.0408
31.9
-0.0816
-0.0153
33.9
0.0544
0.0102
35.9
0.1904
0.0357
37.9
0.3263
0.0611
39.9
0.4623
0.0866
41.9
0.5983
0.1121
43.9
0.7343
0.1376
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5 Experimental Verification of Simulations

To provide comparison for the simulated models and validate the results
experiments were performed in Green Bank West Virginia at the NRAO on The 20Meter Telescope.

5.1

Effect of Offset on Sensitivity
With Cygnus A as a source the array was moved off of the focal plane and data

was collected for each of the offset positions. For the various offset positions the
sensitivity was then calculated for the center element as well as for a beamformer using
maximum sensitivity weighting [16]. First, a calibration data set is taken to obtain the
array correlation matrices for on-source and off-source measurement referred to herein
as Ron and Roff. These calibrations were made by pointing the dish at Cygnus A for ten
seconds and off of Cygnus A for ten seconds. The data was then correlated over ten
second intervals to obtain Ron and Roff. The signal correlation matrix Rs was estimated
using Rs  Ron-Roff for each offset. The correlation matrix Ron comprises contributions
from both the signal and noise. Roff only contains contributions from noise and is
therefore equivalent to the noise correlation matrix Rn. A steering vector d was then
computed for each Rs by finding the dominant eigenvector of the signal correlation
matrix for each of the offset positions.
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The maximum sensitivity weights are computed using
1

w  R off d .

(5.1)

w H R s w w H (R on - R off )w
SNR  H

.
w Rnw
w H R off w

(5.2)

The SNR is computed as

The sensitivity is computed using equation (3.22) with the signal flux density Fsig of the
source Cygnus A taken to be 1380 Jansky. The resulting sensitivity versus offset values
can be seen in Figure 5-1.
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Figure 5-1: Comparison experimental results and simulation results of sensitivity versus array
offset from the focal plane for the single center element case and the maximum sensitivity
beamformer case.

The experimental results show that for a phased array feed using maximum
sensitivity weighting, the optimal placement of the ground plane or phase center of the
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array would be at an offset 0.2 from the focal plane away from the reflector The
modeled results include receiver noise parameters generated by David Jones which
include LNA coupling and the following LNA noise parameters: Tmin = 100K, Zopt =
45 + j5 and Rn = 5giving an optimal placement of the array at the focal plane
Additionally, an HFSS model of the array elements was included from which the
element far fields and impedances were extracted and a more accurate 2-dimensional
reflector response analysis was used.
Discrepancies in the optimal focus position between the model and experimental
results may be due to the fact that there was some confusion as to the marking
corresponding to where the ground plane was aligned with the focal plane. The feed
support structure was not modeled in the simulation and other imperfections of the
model may also have led to variations. Future experiments will require that the array
offset be more precisely known and documented.

5.2

Effect of Beamsteering on Sensitivity
With a steerable dish, it is possible to perform scans across various sources

within the sky from which the sensitivity versus steering angle may be determined. To
find the sensitivity at various steering angles a steering vector must first be calibrated at
each of the angles for which the sensitivity is to be calculated. The source used to
calibrate the results to follow was Virgo A. The data file from which they were
obtained was „VirgoA_AzSlice_10secDwells_12arcmin_corr.bin‟.
The data was sectioned in time into segments corresponding to the angle at
which the dish was directed with respect to the source at a given time segment. The
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peak is taken to be when the source was at boresight. Since the steering was made at 12
arcminute intervals for 10 seconds at a time, each segment was steered 0.2 degrees
further from the source.

The segments to the left were designated with an „L#‟

increasing from „L1‟ to „L10‟ at the angle furthest to the left from the source. The
angles steered to the right followed the same designation as those to the left increasing
with steering angle from „R1‟ to „R10‟.

Table 5 designates the data blocks

corresponding to the sampled data from which the steering vectors where taken and the
corresponding angle they represented.

Table 5: Data blocks and corresponding angle steered for Virgo A scan.
Data
Data
Start
Stop
Peak
23574
25704
Steering Left of the Peak
L1
21400
23414
L2
19176
21124
L3
16952
18834
L4
14728
16544
L5
12504
14254
L6
10280
11964
L7
8056
9674
L8
5832
7384
L9
3608
5094
L10
1384
2804
Steering Right of the Peak
R1
25844
27854
R2
28064
30054
R3
30284
32254
R4
32504
34454
R5
34724
36654
R6
36944
38854
R7
39164
41054
R8
41384
43254
R9
43604
45454
R10
45824
47654
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Angle Steered
(degrees)
0º
-0.2 º
-0.4 º
-0.6 º
-0.8 º
-1 º
-1.2 º
-1.4 º
-1.6 º
-1.8 º
-2 º
0.2 º
0.4 º
0.6 º
0.8 º
1º
1.2 º
1.4 º
1.6 º
1.8 º
2º

Figure 5-2 depicts the signal at the center element for the first half of a scan
across Virgo A. The data blocks for „L1‟, „L2‟ and the „Peak‟ regions are labeled and
designated by the dashed vertical lines. The correlation matrix of the signal and noise
Ron was taken for each of the data segments and the signal correlation matrices were
determined. The steering vector for each of the corresponding steering directions was
then found by taking the dominant eigenvector of the signal correlation matrix.
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|Rxx(1,1)|
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Figure 5-2: Signal at center element over the first half of a scan across Virgo A.

The data file „VirgoA_AzSlice_10secDwells_12arcmin_corr.bin‟ was processed
using each of the steering vectors derived previously. The peak sensitivity values were
taken giving the sensitivity versus steering angle.

The results were very heavily

determined by the Roff correlation matrix. Using the Roff from the off-source portion of
the data file „CygA_10secOn_10secOff_corr.bin‟ resulted in valid steering vectors for
scan angles up to one degree. For values larger than one degree the results became
inconsistent. It is believed that the SNR at these angles was not high enough or that the
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array was not directed far enough from the source to ensure a purely noise only
correlation matrix.
A plot of the sensitivity as a function of steering angle can be seen in Figure 5-3.
Plotted are two theta cuts for opposite polarizations across the array. The theta cut for
 = pi/2 matches most closely with the experimental results with the two center peaks
spread slightly farther than the  = 0 case.
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Figure 5-3: Experimental comparison with simulated results of a theta cut of sensitivity versus
steering angle.

The general shape of the experimental results match well with the simulated
results as can be seen in Figure 5-3.

Both the modeled and experimental results

comprise a trough at boresight with two peaks at the sides. Discrepancies may be
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attributed to insufficient modeling of the array support structure such as the feed support
arms or differences between the noise model and mutual coupling between elements
modeled in the simulations versus that seen in practice.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work

The primary contributions of this thesis include the design and construction
process in the expansion of BYU‟s seven-element experimental platform to a nineteenelement platform for phased array feed experiments. The expansion included building a
nineteen-element array, new receiver boxes, an LO distribution network, a mounting
structure for the array, power supplies and additional cabling.
Other contributions include an analysis of sensitivity of the array as the ground
plane is moved off of the focal plane. Simulations of both ground plane offset and
steering of the main beam from boresight were examined to determine how sensitivity
was affected.
To verify the simulated results experimental data of offset and steering was
taken at the NRAO. The simulated results were compared to the experimental data
taken from the experiments on the 20-meter Telescope in Green Bank.

The

experimental results matched well with the simulations performed. To provide a better
match between the experimental data and simulations the model may include diffraction
from the support structure and from the edge of the dish. Additional work may also be
performed to verify the noise model of the receiver network and coupling between
elements.
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6.1

Future Work
There is still a great deal of research that needs to be done with phased array

feeds in radio astronomy. A new broadband antenna element or a dual polarized array
may be designed for use on BYU‟s experimental platform. In designing an array the
spacing of the antenna elements must be considered and mutual coupling must be taken
into account. Additionally a new receiver design may be considered.
The current data acquisition system has almost reached the limit to the number
of channels it can effectively sample and store. The data acquisition system must be
redesigned to handle the possibility of more than nineteen simultaneous channels as
with a dual polarized nineteen-element array.
The current receiver boxes work well but they are bulky and comprise multiple
connections made with SMA connectors. Many of the SMA elbow connectors and
barrel connectors used can not be fully torqued or the SMA connectors begin to separate
at the body. It becomes difficult to know the proper torque for each of the connectors to
maintain a good connection and prevent separation of the connectors. In the design of
new receivers it may be beneficial to create single board receivers with surface mount
components limiting the problems associated with bad connecters.
In addition to the experimental verification performed, additional work may be
required in both the simulation model and with experimentation to achieve better
agreement as to the optimal placement of the array. Numerous sky scans and grids may
also be processed from the fall 2007 Green Bank experiment to find the beam pattern of
the current nineteen-element array and more points mapping the sensitivity versus
steering angle.
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